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Abstract
Background The Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome
Score Joint Replacement (HOOS JR) and Knee Injury and
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score Joint Replacement (KOOS JR)
scores represent pain and dysfunction as a single number
ranging from 0 (extreme pain and dysfunction) to 100 (no pain
or functional limitations). However, scores between 0 and 100
lack a simple interpretation because they reflect varying
combinations of pain levels and dysfunction. Given that most
adverse events and improvement occur within the first 90 days
after surgery, a deeper understanding of the level of pain and
dysfunction may reveal missed opportunities for patient care.

Questions/purposes (1) What does a given preoperative or
postoperative HOOS JR and KOOS JR score indicate about
pain and ability to performdaily activities? (2)Howmuch of a
change in score (that is, delta) is needed to indicate significant
improvement in pain control and daily functioning?
Methods TheMichigan Arthroplasty Registry Collaborative
Quality Initiative contains more than 95% of THAs and
TKAs performed in Michigan. Between January 2017 and
March 2019, 84,175 people in the registry underwent primary
THA or TKA and were potentially eligible for this retro-
spective, comparative study of the first 90 postoperative days.
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Eighty-four percent (70,608 of 84,175) were excluded because
their surgeons did not attain a target survey collection pro-
portion of 70% and another 6% (5042) were missing covariate
information or surveys, leaving 10% (8525) for analysis. The
mean age and percentage of women were 65 6 11 years and
55% (2060 of 3716), respectively, for patients undergoing
THA and 676 9 years and 61% (2936 of 4809), respectively,
for those undergoing TKA. There were no clinically mean-
ingful differences between patients who were analyzed and
those who were excluded except for lower representation of
non-White patients in the analyzed group. For interpretation,
patient responses to Question 7 (pain) and Question 6 (func-
tion) from the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement
Information System global items (PROMIS-10) were di-
chotomized into “much pain” (rating of pain 4 to 10 of 10)
versus “less pain” (rating of# 3) and “good function” (able to
perform most activities) versus “poor function” (not able to
perform most activities) and combined into four pain-function
categories. We examined the mean preoperative and post-
operative HOOS JR and KOOS JR scores for each pain‐
function category, adjusted for patient characteristics. We
calculated the size of the delta associated with an increase to a
more favorable category postoperatively (versus staying in the
same or worse category) via multivariable logistic regression
that controlled for patient characteristics.
Results Patients in the least favorable “much pain, poor
function” category preoperatively had adjusted mean
scores of 40 (95% confidence interval 39 to 41) for both the
HOOS JR and KOOS JR. Those with mixed levels of pain
and function had mean scores between 46 and 55. Those in
the most favorable “less pain, good function” category had
means of 60 (95%CI 58 to 62) and 59 (95%CI 58 to 61) for
the HOOS JR and KOOS JR, respectively. The adjusted
delta to achieve a pain level of# 3 or the ability to perform
most activities was 30 (95% CI 26 to 36) on the HOOS JR
and 27 (95% CI 22 to 29) on the KOOS JR scales.
Conclusion These adjusted means of the HOOS JR and
KOOSJRprovide context for understanding the levels of pain
and dysfunction for individuals as well for patients reported in
other studies. Potential quality improvement efforts could
include tracking the proportion of patients with THA or TKA
who achieved a sufficient delta to attain pain levels of# 3 or
the ability to perform most activities. Future studies are
needed to understand pain and function represented by the
HOOS JR andKOOS JR at 1 to 2 years, how thesemay differ
by patient subgroups, and whether scores can be improved
through quality improvement efforts.
Level of Evidence Level III, therapeutic study.

Introduction

The Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score Joint
Replacement (HOOS JR) and Knee Injury and

Osteoarthritis Outcome Score Joint Replacement (KOOS
JR) scores are merely numbers without an understanding of
how much pain and dysfunction they represent [22, 23].
For example, the HOOS JR and KOOS JR are scaled from
0 (indicating extreme pain and dysfunction) to 100 (no pain
or functional limitations). A Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services program incentivizes achievement of a
1-year postoperative KOOS JR score of$ 71 derived from
patient satisfaction [2, 16]. The extent of pain and dys-
function at this level is unclear.

Given that most adverse events and improvement occur
within the first 90 days postoperatively, a deeper un-
derstanding of the symptoms behind the scores may uncover
unrecognized opportunities for improved patient care [34].
Early efforts focused on the clinically important difference or
change in score (delta) that represents a change in clinical
condition that a patient can feel, usually by comparing scores
among groups categorized by an external reference, such as
satisfaction or perceived improvement [7, 20, 24]. More re-
cently, attention has focused on defining the score at which
patients feel they can live with their level of symptoms, the
patient-acceptable symptom state [19]. Yet it is not known
how much pain and dysfunction patients have when they
attain an “acceptable”HOOS JR or KOOS JR score. Nor is it
known whether a change in score that is large enough for a
patient to be satisfied or feel improved is large enough to
achieve reasonable pain control or the ability to performmost
daily activities.

We therefore asked: (1) What does a given preoperative
or postoperative HOOS JR and KOOS JR score indicate
about pain and ability to perform daily activities? (2) How
much of a change in score (that is, delta) is needed to
indicate significant improvement in pain control and daily
functioning?

Patients and Methods

Study Design and Setting

The Michigan Arthroplasty Registry Collaborative
Quality Initiative, funded by Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Michigan/Blue Care Network, captures more than
95% of hip and knee arthroplasties performed in
Michigan, regardless of payer [11, 12]. The collabora-
tive goals include a multi-year evaluation of implants
and efforts to reduce adverse events during the 90-day
postoperative period [11, 13]. Clinical data abstractors
collect preoperative and 90-day event data on all elective
primary THAs and TKAs and revision procedures,
supplemented by administrative data in the Michigan
Inpatient Database, which is managed by the Michigan
Health and Hospital Association. The HOOS JR and
KOOS JR and the Patient-Reported Outcomes
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Measurement Information System global items
(PROMIS-10) [9] are collected at scheduled intervals
and linked to the registry. We report a retrospective,
comparative study of patients 18 years or older, who had
an elective primary total joint arthroplasty between
January 1, 2017, and March 31, 2019 and who did not
have a prior joint arthroplasty in the previous 365 days
(which might influence survey responses). In keeping
with the quality improvement focus of the registry, the
time horizon of our study was the first 90 days after
surgery, the interval in which most adverse events occur
[34]. We also plan to use the same sample in a future
study of the impact of adverse events on scores.

Patients

The first eligible surgery was considered for patients un-
dergoing more than one procedure during the study period.
We excluded the small number of those who withdrew from
the registry or had bilateral procedures, leaving 84,175 pa-
tients in the registry who were potentially eligible (Fig. 1).
To ensure that survey respondents represented those in a
surgery practice, we focused on surgeons who achieved a
70% survey response rate. This resulted in the exclusion of
84% of the starting procedures (70,608 of 84,175). Because
of the high data capture rate in the registry, missing covariate
and survey data aremore of a problem for this study than loss
to follow-up [11]. We required a full set of surveys for each
patient, including a preoperative and postoperative
PROMIS-10 survey completed on the same date as the
preoperative and postoperative HOOS JR and KOOS JR.
This resulted in additional exclusion of 6% (5042 of 84,175)

of patients owing to either missing covariate information or
surveys, leaving 10% (8525 of 84,175) for analysis—3716
patients at 29 sites who underwent hip arthroplasty by 55
surgeons and 4809 patients at 28 sites who underwent knee
arthroplasty by 69 surgeons. If patients completedmore than
preoperative one survey, we retained the survey closest to
the surgery and the latest within 120 days after surgery. The
postoperative survey was completed at a mean of approxi-
mately 60 days (Table 1).

Baseline Data

Of the salient characteristics of the study population, the
majority were women, White, nonsmokers, overweight,
married, and had Medicare as primary insurance (Table 1).
A substantial minority had been taking preoperative nar-
cotics. Preoperatively, almost 75% were limited in their
daily activities, and almost 90% reported pain of $ 4 on a
10-point scale. Because of the potential for transfer or re-
sponse bias from the study inclusion and exclusion criteria,
we compared patient characteristics between surgeons
achieving the 70% response rate (“participating surgeons”)
versus those of their colleagues who did not (Supplemental
Table 1; http://links.lww.com/CORR/B36), and between
those in the participating surgeon practices with full survey
and covariate information and those without
(Supplemental Table 2; http://links.lww.
com/CORR/B37). We found no clinically meaningful
differences between patients who were analyzed and those
excluded except for less participation by Black patients
(6.2% in participating surgeon practices versus 9.6% in the
other surgeons’ practices) and patients categorized as

Fig. 1 This flowchart shows eligible patients, exclusions, and study sample.
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“other” race (3.1% participating surgeons versus 6.6% of
nonparticipating surgeons) (Supplemental Table 1; http://
links.lww.com/CORR/B36).

Outcomes Tools and Study Endpoints

The HOOS JR and KOOS JR range from 0 (extreme pain
and dysfunction) to 100 (no pain or functional limitations).

To answer our first study question regarding the pain and
dysfunction represented by the HOOS JR and KOOS JR,
we used each patients’ responses to PROMIS-10 Question
7 (pain rating for the previous seven days from none to
“worst imaginable,” 0 to 10) and Question 6 (“To what
extent are you able to carry out your everyday physical
activities such as walking, climbing stairs, carrying gro-
ceries, or moving a chair?”). Among the PROMIS-10
items, these two questions have been shown to have the

Table 1. Study sample

Characteristic Patients who had THA (n = 3716) Patients who had TKA (n = 4809)

Age in years, mean 6 SD 65 6 11 67 6 9

Women, % (n) 55 (2060) 61 (2936)

Race, % (n)

Black 5 (183) 6 (287)

White 93 (3441) 91 (4389)

Other 2 (92) 3 (133)

BMI in kg/m2, mean 6 SD 30 6 6 33 6 6

Smoking, % (n)

Current 10 (386) 8 (369)

Previous 37 (1389) 39 (1894)

Never 52 (1941) 53 (2546)

Married, % (n) 68 (2541) 69 (3322)

Payor, % (n)

Commercial 28 (1026) 25 (1181)

Medicaid 4 (138) 2 (113)

Medicare 54 (2020) 60 (2873)

Other 14 (532) 13 (642)

Taking preoperative narcotics, % (n) 25 (927) 19 (892)

Number of Elixhauser comorbidities,
mean 6 SD

1.4 6 1.2 1.7 6 1.2

Preoperative Postoperative Preoperative Postoperative

Days before or after surgery surveywas
completed, mean 6 SD

23 6 18 63 6 22 23 6 18 61 6 22

HOOS JR score, mean 6 SD 47 6 14 77 6 15 47 6 14 67 6 13

PROMIS-10 Q6: ability to do physical activities

“Good function” response 4 or 5
(completely or mostly), % (n)

25 (919) 65 (2398) 28 (1357) 59 (2844)

“Poor function” response 1, 2, 3 (not
at all, a little, moderately), % (n)

75 (2797) 35 (1318) 72 (3452) 41 (1965)

PROMIS-10 Q7: pain rating, % (n)

0 to 3 “little pain” 10 (355) 78 (2892) 12 (583) 67 (3241)

4 to 10 “much pain” 90 (3361) 22 (824) 88 (4226) 33 (1568)

Anchor categories, % (n)

Much pain, poor function 72 (2658) 16 (605) 66 (3191) 23 (1099)

Much pain, good function 19 (703) 6 (219) 22 (1035) 10 (469)

Less pain, poor function 4 (139) 19 (713) 5 (261) 18 (866)

Less pain, good function 6 (216) 59 (2179) 7 (322) 49 (2375)

Percentages may not total 100% owing to rounding.

4 Cowen et al. Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research®
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strongest correlations with the larger PROMIS health do-
mains of pain impact and physical functioning, and with
the EQ-5D, another commonly used quality-of-life survey
[9]. We also examined Spearman correlations of the two
questions with the individual items and total scores of the
HOOS JR andKOOS JR, and found the largest correlations
were with the total scores. Based on face validity and ease
of interpretation, responses to Question 7 were di-
chotomized to represent “much pain” (rating of pain be-
tween 4 and 10) versus “less pain” (rating of # 3), and
similarly for Question 6, “good function” (able to perform
tasks completely or mostly) versus “poor function” (mod-
erate or worse ability). We then used the possible permu-
tations to create four categories of pain-function ranging
from the least desirable “much pain, poor function” to the
most favorable “less pain, good function.” To answer the
second study question, we defined improvement as at-
tainment of a more favorable pain–function level post-
operatively, with either pain levels improved to # 3 on a
scale of 10 or the ability to perform at least most daily
activities. Otherwise, patients remaining in the same cate-
gory or declining to a less favorable category post-
operatively were considered not to have improved, except
for those who began and remained in the most favorable
preoperative category of “less pain, good function” who
were deemed improved. We examined this assumption
with a planned sensitivity analysis and found little impact
on the results.

Ethical Approval

Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the
University of Michigan Medical School Institutional
Review Board (study eResearch ID: HUM00159685).

Statistical Analysis

Weused SASVersion 9.4 (SAS Institute) for all analyses.We
adjusted the results by age, gender, race, BMI, hemoglobin
level, creatinine level, smoking and marital status, primary
insurance, comorbidities, use of preoperative narcotics, and
time survey was completed. These were chosen on a con-
ceptual basis rather than based on a p value. We report ad-
justedmeans and confidence intervals.We usedmultivariable
logistic regression models with binary improvement as the
dependent variable and the change in HOOS JR and KOOS
JR scores (the delta score) as the explanatory variable, con-
trolling for patient characteristics. To interpret our adjusted
results, our reference group was White, women (that is, most
of the study population), nonsmoker, married, Medicare pri-
mary insurance, with no comorbidities and no use of pre-
operative narcotics, along with the cohort mean age, BMI,

hemoglobin level, creatinine level, and time the survey was
completed (Supplemental Table 3; http://links.lww.
com/CORR/B38). We determined the threshold for
improvement as the delta, providing the highest sensitivity
plus specificity for distinguishing patients who achieved a
more favorable pain-function category [33, 35]. We did not
calculate the optimal delta for patient subgroups because our
analytic plan was not designed for this purpose. The strength
of the delta-improvement association was measured with the
area under the receiver operating curve (AUROC) of the
regression models, sometimes referenced as the ROC
method, with a value above 0.70 deemed acceptable [31,
32]. The confidence bands around the optimal delta,
probability, sensitivity, specificity, and AUROC were
calculated via bootstrapping with 5000 replicates
(Supplemental Table 4; http://links.lww.com/CORR/B39).
Risk-adjusted smoothed spline curves with generalized ad-
ditive models for the improved versus unimproved groups
were plotted on graphs showing risk-adjusted deltas per pre-
operative scores [8, 21].

Sample Size

Because the second of our planned studies was to examine
how adverse events impacted the HOOS JR and KOOS JR,
we powered our study sample based on its stricter hy-
pothesis. We found that a sample of 3861 patients who
underwent hip arthroplasty and 2965 patients who un-
derwent knee arthroplasty would be adequate for an effect
size of 0.4 to detect differences between those who had
adverse events and those who did not (Supplemental
Digital Content 1; http://links.lww.com/CORR/B40).

Results

Relationship of Preoperative or Postoperative HOOS JR
or KOOS JR With Pain and Daily Activities

The adjustedmean score for patients having “much pain, poor
function” preoperatively (pain rated as a$ 4 on a scale of 10
with the inability to do most of their daily activities) was 40
(95% CI 39 to 41) for both the HOOS JR and KOOS JR.
Those with mixed levels of pain and function, that is, either
pain $ 4 or the inability to perform most daily activities but
not both, had adjustedmeans between 46 and 55. Those in the
most favorable “less pain, good function” category (pain# 3
and the ability to perform all or most of their activities) had
adjusted means of 60 (95% CI 58 to 62) for the HOOS JR
(Supplemental Table 5; http://links.lww.com/CORR/B41)
and 59 (95% CI 58 to 61) for the KOOS JR (Supplemental
Table 6; http://links.lww.com/CORR/B42). Preoperatively,
most patients undergoing either hip and knee surgery were in
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the “much pain, poor function” category (Table 1).
Postoperatively, most hip patients and the plurality of
knee patients were in the “less pain, good function” group
(Table 1). Although the preoperative and postoperative

pain-function categories were defined using the same
cutoff points, the postoperative HOOS JR and KOOS JR
scores were higher than preoperative scores (Fig. 2A
and 2B).

Fig. 2 These figures show the risk-adjusted mean and 95% CIs for the (A) HOOS JR and (B)
KOOS JR per pain and function categories. The vertical axis displays the preoperative and
postoperative pain and function categories. The horizontal axis shows the possible range in
scores of the preoperative and postoperative HOOS JR and KOOS JR. The range of the 95% CI
is displayed in gray and black, with the boundary indicating the mean value.

6 Cowen et al. Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research®
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Magnitude of Change in Score to Reflect Improvement in
Pain and Function

The number of adjusted points associated with improve-
ment in pain or function was 30 (95% CI 26 to 36) on the
HOOS JR and 27 (95% CI 22 to 29) on the KOOS JR
scales. Patients attaining a more favorable pain-function
category had larger deltas than those who did not, across a
wide range of preoperative scores (Figs. 3A and 3B).
Patient characteristics affected the probability of

improvement differently (Supplemental Table 3; http://
links.lww.com/CORR/B38). The adjusted AUROCs were
76 (95% CI 75 to 77) for both THA and TKA
(Supplemental Table 4; http://links.lww.
com/CORR/B39). The corresponding AUROCs without
risk adjustment were smaller: 69 (95% CI 68 to 71) and 70
(95% CI 69 to 71). A total of 79% (2941 of 3716) of the hip
group and 68% (3302 of 4809) of the knee group
transitioned to a more favorable category, but 24% of
patients with TKA who began in the favorable “less pain,
good function” category declined to a worse category
(Table 2).

Discussion

An enhanced appreciation of what the HOOS JR or
KOOS JR scores mean may provide additional insights
into what patients are experiencing and indicate areas
where patient care might be improved. We used two
simple pain and function questions from the PROMIS-10
to understand the pain and dysfunction of 8525 patients
in the Michigan Arthroplasty Registry Collaborative
Quality Initiative according to their HOOS JR and KOOS
JR scores. Preoperative scores of approximately 40 rep-
resented high levels of pain and problems performing
daily activities. Scores between 46 and 55 indicated ei-
ther high levels of pain or difficulties with daily func-
tioning, but not both. Scores of approximately 60
indicated low levels of pain and the ability to perform
most daily activities. Postoperative scores were higher in
the postoperative pain-function categories. An increase
of 30 HOOS JR or 27 KOOS JR adjusted points after
surgery was associated with attaining a more favorable
pain-function category.

Limitations

The most important limitation is the possibility of transfer
bias given the relatively short follow-up period and small
percentage of total joint arthroplasties that were studied.
The primary justification for not examining surveys at 1 to
2 years is that our study was in keeping with the Michigan
Arthroplasty Registry Collaborative Quality Initiative’s
clinical quality focus to improve processes and outcomes
of care in the 90-day perioperative period, the time during
which most adverse events occur [13, 34]. Although the
90-day interval cannot replace a 2-year endpoint, it is
difficult to anticipate how interpretations of the scores
would be meaningfully different based on our method.
Unlike the potential time dependency of a patient-
acceptable symptom state based on satisfaction or will-
ingness to have the surgery again, our comparisons of

Fig. 3 These risk-adjusted smoothed spline curves display the
postoperative change in score (delta, vertical axis) according to
the preoperative (A) HOOS JR or (B) KOOS JR score (horizontal
axis). The upper curve represents the 95% confidence boundaries
of the risk-adjusted mean delta score of patients who achieved a
more favorable pain and function category. The lower curve
represents patients who did not achieve either a pain level# 3 or
the ability to performmost daily activities. These are mean scores,
so the relationshipsmay be different for an individual patient. The
green shaded region indicates both improved and unimproved
groups had a positive delta; the yellow indicates only the im-
proved group had a positive delta and that the 95% CIs did not
overlap; the orange shading indicates the improved group had a
nonsignificant delta (0 included within the 95% CI) while the
nonimprovement group had a negative delta (entire 95% CI < 0);
the red shading indicates both groups had negative deltas (entire
95% CI < 0). The confidence bands are wider at the extremes of
the HOOS JR and KOOS JR owing to the small number of patients
with scores in these regions.
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HOOS JR and KOOS JR scores and pain-function cate-
gory were based on surveys completed on the same day
[16]. Still, a future study with longer follow-up is needed.
With the goal of quality improvement, important in-
formation can be gleaned from the 90-day period, the
steep portion of the trajectory in which approximately
80% of improvement in pain and function occurs [5]. In
another study, the delta of the WOMAC at 3 months was
the strongest predictor of scores at 2 years, surpassing
prognostic information from comorbidities and baseline
scores [5]. Similarly, postoperative pain levels at
2 months were found to predict pain levels at 6 and
12 months [30]. Theoretically, this timepoint provides an
early opportunity for quality improvement projects, but
future studies are needed to demonstrate this [5, 30]. The

second component of transfer bias is the relatively small
percentage of eligible patients in our analysis, primarily
because of our focus on surgeons who achieved a robust
survey collection rate. Based on comparisons of the pa-
tient characteristics of the study sample and a larger
Michigan Arthroplasty Registry Collaborative Quality
Initiative population, it appears our results are represen-
tative. The only potentially meaningful difference was in
the smaller proportion of non-White participants. It is
difficult to anticipate how the interpretation of pain and
dysfunction would be different in a broader population,
but it is conceivable [19]. Although tempting, we
refrained from providing estimates for patient subgroups
because this was not our focus. However, others have
begun this work [4, 15, 19].

Table 2. Transition matrix for each preoperative level of pain and function and the percentage of patients in a postoperative
category

Patients undergoing hip arthroplasty

Percentage of patients in preoperative category who transitioned to a postoperative
category

Preoperative
category Postoperative much

pain, poor function
Postoperative much
pain, good function

Postoperative less
pain, poor function

Postoperative less
pain, good function

Preoperative much
pain, poor function

72 (2658) 20 (534) 6 (161) 23 (601) 51 (1362)

Preoperative much
pain, good function

19 (703) 8 (55) 8 (53) 9 (60) 76 (535)

Preoperative less
pain, poor function

4 (139) 7 (10) 2 (3) 22 (31) 68 (95)

Preoperative less
pain, good function

6 (216) 3 (6) 1 (2) 10 (21) 87 (187)

Patients undergoing knee arthroplasty

Percentage of patients in preoperative category who transitioned to a postoperative
category

Preoperative
category

Postoperative much
pain, poor function

Postoperative much
pain, good function

Postoperative less
pain, poor function

Postoperative less
pain, good function

Preoperative much
pain, poor function

66 (3191) 29 (924) 9 (273) 20 (654) 42 (1340)

Preoperative much
pain, good function

22 (1035) 12 (127) 16 (166) 11 (110) 61 (632)

Preoperative less
pain, poor function

5 (261) 10 (25) 5 (12) 25 (66) 61 (158)

Preoperative less
pain, good function

7 (322) 7 (23) 6 (18) 11 (36) 76 (245)

Data provided as % (n). We dichotomized the responses to the PROMIS-10 item 6 (“To what extent are you able to carry out your
everyday physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, carrying groceries, or moving a chair?”) into categories of “good
function” (indicating “mostly” and “completely” able to perform daily activities) and “poor function” (“not at all,” “a little,” and
“moderately”). Similarly, we divided the PROMIS-10 pain rating scale (Question 7) into two categories: “less pain” (rating of 0 to 3)
and “much pain” (rating between 4 and 10). The resulting two pain and two function categories were combined into the pain-
function composite.
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The next limitation concerns how we defined clinical
improvement. Our pain-function categories and improve-
ment defined as attaining a more favorable category were
based on face validity and ease of interpretation. Others
could define improvement differently. The strength of the
association of improvement as we defined with HOOS JR
andKOOS JR scores wasmodest at best, with the CIs of the
AUROC for unadjusted models encompassing the thresh-
old for an acceptable anchor of 0.7 [31]. This may reflect a
lack of psychometric precision when there is only one
question each for pain and function, despite their validity,
rather than multiple questions [9, 10]. More importantly,
the larger AUROCs with adjusted analyses indicate there
aremultiple influences on a patient’s perception of pain and
function over and above a change in HOOS JR and KOOS
JR scores. The scores by intent focus on movements and
pain in the joint and less on how joint function impacts the
whole person with different needs regarding daily activities
and sense of comfort. We controlled for available patient
characteristics, but there are other influences we did not
include; for example, baseline physical function, the non-
affected joint, spine problems, other comorbidities, patient
resilience, surgeon effect, or differing lifestyles
(Supplemental Table 3; http://links.lww.com/CORR/B38)
[1, 3, 28, 29]. This limitation underscores an important
take-home point: Patient characteristics must be
considered, even informally, to understand how the
change in HOOS JR and KOOS JR score reflects a
patient’s pain and dysfunction [4]. Other analytic
approaches could yield different deltas, although the
ROC method we used is commonly used [25, 26, 32].
Research provides general support for our approach. Our
definition of “less pain” is consistent with a reported
patient-acceptable pain level of 2.5 with activities [26].
Pain and function have been included in a composite ref-
erence anchor, but with different questions than we used
and not applied to the HOOS JR and KOOS JR [6, 27].
Others have reported the relationship between KOOS JR
and the PROMIS physical functions scores but without
defining categories [3, 17, 18]. For now, readers should
consider a range of values for the delta associated with
improvement [7, 20].

Relationship of Preoperative or Postoperative HOOS JR
or KOOS JR With Pain and Daily Activities

Preoperative scores near 40 represented high levels of pain
($ 4 on a scale of 10) and difficulties performing most
daily activities. Scores between 46 and 55 indicated
problems with pain or dysfunction but not both, although
pain appeared to have the dominant effect (for example,
“much pain or good function” scored lower than “less pain
or poor function”). Preoperative scores around 60 generally

indicated pain levels # 3 plus the ability to perform most
daily activities (Figs. 2A and 2B). This provides context for
understanding an individual’s scores as well as those in
published studies (for example, compare the mean pre-
operative HOOS JR at a Veterans Health Administration
hospital versus that at a specialty hospital, 42 versus 51,
respectively [19, 20]). There is also prognostic in-
formation. We found that 24% of patients with TKA who
started in the most favorable category preoperatively had
worse levels of pain or dysfunction at 60 days after surgery
(Table 2). This supports ongoing efforts to develop pro-
tocols and decision aids for discernment for such patients,
perhaps those with a baseline KOOS JR score above 60 [4,
15]. However, as described earlier, the KOOS JR alone has
only a modest correlation with pain and function,
suggesting a score is insufficient for determining appro-
priateness. Postoperative scores were higher in the post-
operative pain-function categories, presumably reflecting
some improvement in HOOS JR and KOOS JR scores but
not enough for a patient to improve to a more favorable
group (Figs. 3A and 3B). Our results may also be useful for
interpreting target scores suggested by others. For exam-
ple, compare the threshold used by the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services for the Merit-based
Incentive Payment System Measure of a postoperative
KOOS JR score $ 71 [2]. Patients at this score or above
likely fall into our most favorable postoperative category, a
clearly favorable outcome. However, the interpretation is
more mixed for another reported patient-acceptable
symptom state threshold of 63.7 derived at a specialty
hospital [19]. Some of our study group at this threshold
could still have substantial problems with pain or dys-
function (Fig. 2B). This also applies, to a lesser extent, for a
reported patient-acceptable symptom state threshold of
76.7 for the HOOS JR (Fig. 2A) [19].

Magnitude of Change in Score to Reflect Improvement in
Pain and Function

We found that improvement to attain pain levels of# 3 or
the ability to perform most activities was associated with
an increase of 30 HOOS JR or 27 KOOS JR points,
controlling for patient characteristics. Patients with
smaller deltas may have persisting pain and dysfunction
and may benefit from the surgeon knowing why and what
to do, with pain likely to be more of a problem than
function (Table 2). Quality improvement efforts at the
practice, hospital, or health plan level could be directed to
improving the proportion of patients with THA and TKA
who achieve a delta, for example, of 26 and 22 (the lower
confidence boundary of our optimal deltas), respectively,
at 90 days postoperatively. Our deltas provided the
highest sum of sensitivity (ability to identify true positive
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improvement) plus specificity (true lack of improvement;
Supplemental Digital Content 1; http://links.lww.
com/CORR/B40). Others have reported smaller deltas
using different definitions of improvement. Hung et al.
[14] found there were approximately 8 points for patient-
perceived improvement. Lyman et al. [24] reported that
patients who felt moderately improved scored 18 points
higher on theHOOS JR and 14 points higher on theKOOS JR
than patients reporting little or no improvement. Patients
noting “substantial” improvement improved by 22 points on
the HOOS JR and 20 points on the KOOS JR [24]. Kuo et al.
[20] found that patients who were somewhat or very satisfied
with their results scored 18 unadjusted points higher on the
HOOS JR and 21 on the KOOS JR than those who were
dissatisfied. These suggest that lower deltas may be sufficient
to indicate patient satisfaction and sense of improvement but
not high enough to assume adequate pain control and per-
formance of daily activities. Readers can choose the endpoint
and associated delta that best serves their clinical improve-
ment activities [7].

Conclusion

The potential value of HOOS JR and KOOS JR scores for
patient care requires an interpretation of pain and dysfunction
in the context of comorbidities and lifestyle demands, fol-
lowed by quality improvement efforts. Future studies are
needed to understand the pain and function represented by the
HOOS JR andKOOS JR at 1 to 2 years, how thesemay differ
by patient subgroups, and how scores can be improved
through quality improvement efforts. Without interpretation,
HOOS JR and KOOS JR scores are merely numbers that veil
the pain and dysfunction that might be addressed earlier.
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